. Arbitrary text style transfer in scene text images. (Left) Our model learns to perform diverse translation between multilanguage.
Introduction
Imagine being able to swap text in scene images while keeping the original fonts, colors, sizes and background tex-tures within seconds, and without hours of image editing. In this work, we aim to realize this goal with an algorithm that automatically replaces the text in scene images. The core challenge of text swapping lies in generating visually realistic text and keeping coherent style with the original text.
Text swapping or text replacement is relevant in many scenarios including text detection, text recognition, text transfer in posters and other creative applications. For text detection and recognition tasks, text swapping is a very useful data augmentation approach. Witness the great success of deep neural networks (DNN) in various computer vision tasks, obtaining large amounts of annotated training images has become the bottleneck for training DNN models. The easiest and most widely used methods augment training images by geometric transformation, such as translation, rotation and flipping, etc. Recently, image synthesis based approaches [11, 7, 39] have been proposed for training text detection and recognition models. These approaches create new images from text-free images by modeling the physical behaviors of light and energy in combination of different rendering techniques. However, the synthetic images do not fully cohere with the images in scenes, which is critically important while applying the synthesized images to train DNN models.
In most recent years, many image generation models, such as generative adversarial networks (GANs) [6] , variational autoencoders (VAE) [17] , and autogressive models [25] have provided powerful tools for realistic image generation tasks. In [9, 38, 33] , GANs are used for image completion that generates visually realistic and semantically plausible pixels for the missing regions. [21, 8, 28, 22] have exploited these networks to generate novel person images with different poses or garments.
Based on GANs, we present a unified framework Swap-Text for text swapping in scenes. A few examples can be seen in Figure 1 . We adopt a divide-and-conquer strategy, decompose the problem into three sub-networks, namely text swapping network, background completion network and the fusion network. In the text swapping network, the features of content image and style image are extracted simultaneously and then combined by a self-attention network. To better learn the representation of content image, we use a Content Shape Transformation Network (CSTN) to transform the content image according to the geometrical attributes of the style image. According to our experiments, this transformation process has significantly improved image generation, especially for perspective and curved images. Then, a background completion network is used to generate the background image of style image. Because we need to erase the original text stroke pixels in the style image and fill with appropriate texture according to the content image. Finally, the output of text swapping network and background completion network are fed into the fusion network to generate more realistic and semantically coherent images. The whole framework are end-to-end trainable, and extensive experiments on several public benchmarks demonstrate its superiority in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We design an end-to-end framework namely Swap-Text, which contains three sub-networks, text swapping network, background completion network and the fusion network.
• We propose a novel text swapping network that replace the text in the scene text images, while keeping the original style.
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method for scene text swapping with high-quality visual results, and also show its application to text image synthesis, image based text translation, etc.
Related Work
Text Image Synthesis Image synthesis has been studied extensively in computer graphics research [4] . Text image synthesis is investigated as a data augmentation approach for training accurate and robust DNN models. For example, Jaderberg et al. [11] use a word generator to generate synthetic word images for text recognition task. Gupta et al. [7] develop a robust engine to generate synthetic text image for both text detection and recognition tasks. The target of text image synthesis is to insert texts at semantically sensible regions within the background image. Many factors affect the true likeness of the synthesized text images, such as text size, text perspective, environment lighting, etc.
In [39] , Zhan et al. achieve verisimilar text image synthesis by combining three designs including semantic coherence, visual attention, and adaptive text appearance. Although the text images synthesis are visually realistic, there are many differences between synthetic images and real images. For instance, comparing to the real images the fonts of text and background image in synthetic images are very limited.
In most recently, GAN based image synthesis technology has been further explored. In [41] , Zhan et al. present an spatial fusion GAN that combines a geometry synthesizer and an appearance synthesizer to achieve synthesis realism in both geometry and appearance spaces. Yang et al. [36] use bidirectional shape matching framework control the crucial stylistic degree of the glyph through an adjustable parameter. GA-DAN [40] present an interesting work that is capable of modelling cross domain shifts concurrently in both geometry space and appearance space. In [2] , MC-GAN is proposed for font style transfer in the set of letters from A to Z. Wu et al. [34] propose an end-toend trainable style retention network to edit text in natural images.
Image Generation With the great success of generative models, such as GANs [6] , VAEs [17] and autogressive models [25] , realistic and sharp image generation has attracted more and more attention lately. Traditional generative models use GANs [6] or VAEs [17] to map a distribution generated by noise z to the distribution of real data. For example, GANs [6] are used to generate realistic faces [37, 3, 15] and birds [29] .
To control the generated results, Mirza et al. [23] proposed conditional GANs. They generate MNIST digits conditioned on class labels. In [12] , karacan et al. generate realistic outdoor scene images based on the semantic layout and scene attributes, such as day-night, sunny-foggy. Lassner et al. [19] generated full-body images of persons in clothing based on fine-grained body and clothing segments. The full model can be conditioned on pose, shape, or color. Ma et al. [21, 22] generate person images based on images and poses. Fast face-swap is proposed in [18] to transform an input identity to a target identity while preserving pose, facial expression and lighting. Image Completion Recently, GAN-based approaches have emerged as a promising paradigm for image completion. Iizuka et al. [9] proposed to use global and local discriminators as adversarial losses, where both global and local consistency are enforced. Yu et al. [38] use a contextual attention layer to explicitly attend on related feature patches at distant spatial locations. Wang et al. [33] use a multicolumn network to generate different image component in a parallel manner, and an implicit diversified MRF regularization is adopted to enhance local details.
Methodology
Given a scene text image I s ∈ R H×W ×3 , our goal is to replace the text based on a content Image I c ∈ R H×W ×3 while keeping the original style. As illustrated in Fig 
Text Swapping Network
Text instances in real-world scenarios have diverse shapes, e.g., in horizontal, oriented or curved forms. The main purpose of text swapping network is to replace the content of the style image I s , while keeping the original style, especially text shapes. To improve the performance of irregular text image generation, we propose a Content Shape Transformation Network (CSTN) to map the content image into the same geometric shape of the style image. Then the style image and transformed content image are encoded by 3 down-sampling convolutional layers and several residual blocks. To combine the style and content features adequately, we feed them into a self-attention network. For decoding, 3 up-sampling deconvolutional layers are used to generate the foreground images I f .
Content Shape Transformation Network
The definition of text shape is critical for content shape transformation. Inspired by the text shape definition in text detection [20] and text recognition [35] field, the geometrical attributes of text can be defined with 2K fiducial points P = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p 2K }, which is illustrated in Figure 3 . A text instance can be viewed as an ordered character sequence T = {C 1 , ..., C i , ..., C n }, where n is the number of characters. Each character C i has a bounding box B i , which is annotated with a free-form quadrilateral. First, we construct two center point lists
.., C b n , C b tail }, which contains the top center and bottom center for each B i . Then we evenly spaced sampling K fiducial points in C top and C bottom . For the points not in C top or C bottom , the values are linearly interpolated with two nearest center points. In this way, the shape of the text instance is precisely described by the fiducial points. In our experiments, K is set to 5.
To yield the text shape of input style image, we employ a lightweight predictor which shares the down-sampling convolutional layers with style image encoder, as illustrated in Figure 2 . The output of this predictor isP = {p 1 ,p 2 , ...p 2K }, which represents the geometrical attributes of the input image. We adopt smooth L1 loss the loss function of this predictor,
Given the geometrical attributes of style image, we transform the content image through the Thin-Plate-Spline (TPS) module. The transform process is shown in Figure 4 . 
Self-attention Network
After encoding the content and style images, we feed both feature maps to a self-attention network that automatically learns the correspondences between the content feature map F c and style feature map F s . The output feature map is F cs , and the architect of self-attention network is presented in Figure 5 (a)
The content feature F c and style feature F s are firstly concatenated along their depth axis. Then we follow the similar self-attention mechanism in [42] to produce the output feature map F cs .
We adopt the L 1 loss to as our text swapping network loss function, which is as follows,
where G swap denotes the text swapping network, and I st is the ground truth of text swapping network. In addition to this single-level stylization, we further develop a multi-level stylization pipeline, as depicted in Figure 5 (b) . We apply self-attention network sequentially to multiple feature layers to generate more realistic images.
Background Completion Network
The text swapping network mainly focus on the foreground image generation, while the background images also play a important role of the final image generation. To generate more realistic word image, we use a background completion network to reconstruct the background image, whose architecture is illustrated in Table 1 . Most existing image completion approaches fill the pixels of the image by borrowing or copying textures from surrounding regions. The general architecture follows an encoder-decoder structure, we use dilated convolutional layer after the encoder to compute the output pixel with larger input area, By using dilated convolutions at lower resolutions, the model can effectively "see" a larger area of the input image.
The background completion network is optimized with both L 1 loss and GAN loss. We use G b and D b to denote the background generator and discriminator, the overall loss for background generation are as follows,
where I b andÎ b are ground truth and predicted background images. λ b is the balance factor and is set to 10 in our experiments.
Fusion Network
In this stage, the output of text swapping network and background completion network are fused to generate the complete text images. As the pipeline illustrated in Fig- 
ure 2, the fusion network follow an encoder-decoder architecture. Similar to [34] , we connect the decoding feature maps of the background completion network to the corresponding feature maps with the same resolution in the upsampling phase of the fusion decoder. We use G f use and D f use to denote the generator and discriminator network respectively. The loss function of fusion network can be formulated as follows,
whereÎ t is the output of the generator and λ f use is the balance factor which is set to 10 in our experiment.
In order to make more realistic images, we also introduce VGG-loss to the fusion module following the similar idea of style transfer network [5, 26] . There two parts of VGG-loss, the perceptual loss and style loss, as follows,
where φ i is the activation map from relu1 1 to relu5 1 layer of VGG-19 model. G is the Gram matrix. λ 1 and λ 2 are the balance factors respectively. The loss function of the whole framework is:
Experiments

Implementation Details
We follow the similar idea in [34] to generate pairwised synthetic images with same style. We use over 1500 fonts and 10000 background images to generate a total of 1 million training images and 10000 test images. The input images are resized to 64 × 256 and the batch size is 32. All weights are initialized from a zero-mean normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.01 The Adam optimizer [16] with β 1 = 0.9 and β 2 = 0.999 is used to optimize the whole framework. The learning rate is set to 0.0001 in the training phase. We implement our model under the Ten-sorFlow framework [1] . Most modules of our method are GPU-accelerated.
Benchmark Datasets
We evaluate our proposed method on several public benchmark datasets. IIIT 5K-Words [24] (IIIT5K) contains 3000 cropped word images for testing, while each image is assigned with a 50word lexicon and a 1k-word lexicon. All images are collected from the Internet. Street View Text [32] (SVT) is collected from Google Street View, which contains 647 images in the test set. Many images are severely corrupted by noise and blur, or have very low resolutions. Each image is associated with a 50-word lexicon. ICDAR 2013 [14] (IC13) is obtained from the Robust Reading Chaallenges 2013. We follow the protocol proposed by [32] , where images contain non-alphanumeric characters or those having less than three characters are not taken into consideration. After filtering samples, the dataset contains 857 images without any pre-defined lexicon. ICDAR 2015 [13] (IC15) is more challenging than IC13, because most of the word images suffer from motion blur and low resolution. Moreover, many images contain severe geometric distortion, such as arbitrary oriented, perspective or curved texts. We filter images following the same protocol in IC13. [27] (SVTP) contains 639 cropped images for testing, which are collected from side-view angle snapshots in Google Street View. Most of the images in SVT-Perspective are heavily deformed by perspective distortion. CUTE80 [30] is collected for evaluating curved text recognition. It contains 288 cropped images for testing, which is selected from 80 high-resolution images taken in the natural scene.
SVT-Perspective
Evaluation Metrics
We adopt the commonly used metrics in image generation to evaluate our method, which includes the following:
• MSE, also known as l2 error.
• PSNR, which computes the the ratio of peak signal to noise.
• SSIM, which computes the mean structural similarity index between two images
• Text Recognition Accuracy, we use text recognition model CRNN [31] to evaluate generated images.
• Text Detection Accuracy, we use text detection model EAST [43] to evaluate generated images.
A lower l2 error or higher SSIM and PSNR mean the results are similar to ground truth.
Ablation Studies
In this section, we empirically investigate how the performance of our proposed framework is affected by different model settings. Our study mainly focuses on these aspects: the content shape transformation network, the selfattention network, and dilated convolution in background completion network. Some qualitative results are presented in Figure 6 Content Shape Transformation Network (CSTN) Content shape transformation network (CSTN) aims to transform the content image according to the geometrical attributes of the style image. This is critical for text style transfer in real-world images, because scene text images often contain severe geometric distortion, such as in arbitrary oriented, perspective or curved form. With CSTN, the coherence of geometrical attributes between content and style images could be achieved. Although the whole model is difficult to train on real images, the CSTN can be finetuned on real datasets. As illustrated in Figure 6 , the positions of generated text are more plausible. Quantitative results of CSTN is shown in Table 2 , the PSNR increased by over 0.35 and SSIM increased by over 0.017 on average.
Self-attention Network Self-attention network is used to adequately combine the content features and style features. According to Table 2 , with single level self-attention network, the average l 2 error is decreased by about 0.003, the average PSNR is increased by about 0.3, and the average SSIM is increased by about 0.012. To use more global statistics of the style and content features, we adopt a multilevel self-attention network to fuse global and local patterns. With multi-level self-attention network, all the metrics have been improved.
Dilated Convolution Dilated convolutional layers can enlarge the pixel regions to reconstruct the background images, therefore, it is easier to generate higher quality images. According to Table 2 , the background completion network with dilated convolutional layers has a better performance on all metrics. 
Comparison with Prior Work
To evaluate our proposed method, we compared it with two types of text swapping method: pix2pix proposed in [10] and SRNet proposed by Wu et al. [34] . We use our generated datasets to train and test these two models. Both methods maintain the same configurations according to the papers.
Quantitative results
In Table 2 , we give some quantitative results of our method and other two competing methods. Clearly, our proposed method has a significant improvement on all the metrics across different languages. The average l 2 error is decreased by over 0.009, the average PSNR is increased by over 0.9, and the average SSIM is increased by over 0.04 than the second best method.
To further evaluate the quality of generated images, we propose to use text recognition and detection accuracy on generated images. We use the text recognition model CRNN to evaluate our generated images on SVT-P, IC13 and IC15 dataset. The CRNN model is trained on the mix of training images on these datasets and the recognition accuracy is present in Table 3 . On IC13, the recognition accuracy is even higher than the real test set. We use an adapted version of EAST [43] to detect text in the images. Since the implementation of the original EAST is not available, we use the public implementation 1 with ResNet-50 backbone. We replace the texts in images of IC13 and IC15 test sets, then evaluate the generated datasets using the model trained on IC13 and IC15 training datasets. According to the comparison results presented in Table 4 , the F-measure on generated IC13 and IC15 test sets are 78.4% and 80.2% respectively, which is close to the metrics on real test set. This indicates that the images generated by our framework are very realistic and can even fool the text detection model. 
Image Based Text Translation
Image based translation is one of the most important applications of arbitrary text style transfer. In this section, we 1 https://github.com/argman/EAST present some image based translation examples, which are illustrated in Figure 7 . We conduct translation between english and chinese. According to the results, we can find that no matter the target language is chinese or english, the color, geometric deformation and background texture can be kept very well, and the structure of characters is the same as the input text. In Figure 9 , we also present some example results of our model evaluated on scene text datasets. According to Figure 9 , our model can replace the text in the input image while keeping the original fonts, colors, sizes and background textures.
Limitations
Our method has the following limitations. Due to the limited amount of training data, the geometric attribute space and font space are not fully exploited. Our proposed method fails when the text in style image is waved, see 
Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a robust scene text swapping framework SwapText to address a novel task of replacing (a) Generated images on IC15 dataset.
(b) Generated images on IC17 dataset. Figure 9 . Generated images on scene text datasets. The image on the left is the original image, while the right one is the generated image. texts in the scene text images by intended texts. We adopt a divide-and-conquer strategy, decompose the problem into three sub-networks, namely text swapping network, background completion network and the fusion network. In the text swapping network, the features of content image and style image are extracted simultaneously and then combined by a self-attention network. To better learn the representation of content image, we use a Content Shape Transformation Network (CSTN) to transform the content image according to the geometrical attributes of the style image.
Then, a background completion network is used to generate the background image of style image. Finally, the output of text swapping network and background completion network are fed into the fusion network to generate more realistic and semantically coherent images. Qualitative and quantitative results on several public scene text datasets demonstrate the superiority of our approach.
In the future work, we will explore to generate more controllable text images based on the fonts and colors.
